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EXISTENCE OF INFINITELY MANY
CLOSED GEODESICS

WILHELM KLINGENBERG

In memory of Yόtarό Tsukamoto

Let M be a compact simply connected differentiable manifold. By (M, g)
we denote M endowed with a riemannian metric g. We ask whether the rie-
mannian manifold (M, g) possesses an infinite number of prime closed geo-
desies, i.e., closed geodesies which are not the covering of another closed
geodesic. Gromoll and Meyer [6] have shown that the answer to our question
is affirmative if the rational homotopy type of M has a certain degree of com-
plicateness, i.e., if, as a first approximation, M must have the rational homo-
topy type of a product. On the other hand, the question is still open, for
instance, for manifolds of the rational homotopy type of a sphere or one of
the other symmetric spaces of rank 1.

In this note we will show that, at least generically, the answer to our question
is affirmative for any manifold. More precisely, we will show the existence of
a residual subset ^ * in the space ^ = ^(M) of riemannian metrics on M such
that for any g* e <&* the riemannian manifold (M, g*) has an infinite number
of prime closed geodesies. Essential tools in our proof will be, on the one hand,
a result of D. Sullivan [11] on the rational homology of the space AM of
closed curves on M and, on the other hand, a result of Eliasson [4] on the
structure of the negative gradient flow of the energy integral E on AM. In our
main result we clearly can replace the hypothesis that the fundamental group
πλM is zero by the weaker hypothesis that πxM is finite.

1. Let ^ = ^(M) be the Frechet space of C°° riemannian metrics on M
with the C^-metric. For a given g e & and each nontrivial closed geodesic c
on (M,g) we consider the Poincare map Pc associated with c (cf. [8], [10]).
Since Pc is a symplectic map, we can write its eigenvalues p with |^| = 1 in
the form

e±2*ia 9 0 < α < i .

Let A(M, g) be the set of these numbers a for all closed geodesies on (M, g).
We are interested in the following property:
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(a) The set A(M, g) U {1} is free over the ratίonals.

In other words, the property (a) means that none of the a € A(M, g) is rational
and any finite set of elements of A(M, g) is independent of the rationals.

1.1. Lemma. The property (a) is residual on &(M).
Proof. For each integer ra > 0 we consider the property of A = A(M, g):

(a, ra) Given any family {ka,aeA} of integers ka satisfying Σ\ka\ = m9

one has Σ kaa $ Z.

Note that (a, ra) implies in particular that none of the eigenvalues of a
Poincare map Pc is a ra-th root of unity. Clearly, (a) is the intersection of the
properties (a, ra), ra > 0. Therefore it suffices to show that (a, ra) is residual,
i.e., that it contains the intersection of a countable number of open dense
subsets.

Consider, for each real t > 0, the property:

(a, ra, t) The property (a, ra) does hold for all a belonging to Poincare maps
Pc where the geodesic c has length <t.

To prove that (or, m) is residual we refer to Theorem 1 in [10]. It is enough
to show that

(i) (a, m, t) is dense, and
(ii) (a, ra, t) is contained in the interior of (a, ra, \t).

Indeed, if this is known it follows that each (a, ra, \t) contains a subset which
is open, dense and hence the intersection of these sets over all t = 1, 2, 3, ,
or equivalently that (a, m) contains the intersection of a countable family of
open dense sets; cf. [10].

To see that (i) holds we first observe that the set of g e & where all geodesies
are nondegenerate ("bumpy metric" of Abraham [1]) is dense. Then there are
only finitely many closed geodesies of length <t. An appropriate small modi-
fication of the metric will suffice to ensure that (a, ra, t) holds.

The validity of (ii) uses the fact that a sufficiently small perturbation of a
metric g satisfying (a,m,t) will carry closed geodesies c of length <\t into
closed geodesies of length < \t + ε such that the Poincare maps of these closed
geodesies still satisfy (a, ra) this follows from the fact that the property (a, ra)
for the exponents a of the eigenvalues e±2Ha of the Poincare map Pc defines
an open invariant (under conjugation) subset in the space of all symplectic
maps.

2. In this section we give several results which will be used later.
2.1. Given a (nontrivial) closed geodesic c == c(t), 0 < t < ω, let cm =

c(t), 0 < t < mω, m a positive integer, be the ra-fold covering of c. Accord-
ing to Bott ([2], see also [9]), associated with c there is a function Ic( ) : S1

—> N on the unit circle. The value Ic(p), p € C, \p\ = 1, is called the p-index
of c. The index of cm is then given by
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index cm = Σ hip)
m l

We are also interested in the average index of c:

7C: = lim index cm .

Denote by {pj9 pj} the set of roots of modulus 1 of the Poincare map Pc as-
sociated with c, and put

Pj = e2πίaj with 0 < cij < \ .

If none of the pj is a root of unity, as it is the case under the hypothesis (a),
we have 0 < a5 < \ and therefore can assume

0 < aλ < < at_λ < \ .

We also define a0 = 0 and at = | . The function /c( ) is constant on the con-
nected components of S1 — {pj,pj}. Moreover, Ic(pj) < Ic(p) for p near^^. If
we denote by Icj the value of /c( ) on the arc p = e2j r ία, αJ_1 < α < α ,̂ then
for J c we have the formula

ϊ = 2

In particular, if / — 1 = 0 , Icj = const. = J c . If index c m = 0 not for all m,
then not all Icj = 0. Hence in this case there exist numbers Ae, ac > 0, and
bc such that mAc > index cm > mac + bc.

2.2. Recall that associated with the compact simply connected riemannian
manifold M we have the Hubert manifold AM of ff-maps c: S1 —> M cf. [3],
[5], [7]. On ΛM we are given a riemannian metric of which we denote the
scalar product by < , >j.

Moreover, we have a differentiate function £ : AM —> i? on ΛM, the en-
ergy integral

ί <c, c
J51

such that the critical points of E are precisely the nontrivial closed geodesies
and the constant maps

cp: S1 -> M with c p(0 = p .

The Hubert manifold AM has the same homotopy type as the space of con-
tinuous maps
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with the compact open topology.
AM is the total space of a ίibration over M where the projection π is given

by associating with c = c(f) the initial equal end point. The fibre over p e M
consists of the loop space ΩM based at p, and the constant maps define a
section:

p e M i > cp e AM i > p e M .

Sullivan has determined the (minimal) model of AM cf. [11]: The generators
of the model will be the generators y of the model of M and the generators
y of the model of ΩM, where y corresponds in the canonical manner to y, and
dim y = dim y — 1. The differential dy is the same as in the model of M
whereas dy is denned as dy here the bar is extended to polynomials in the
generators as a right derivation.

Now let x be an odd dimensional generator of the model of M of lowest
dimension, dx then is a polynomial in even dimensional generators e19 , et.

By

wr: = eλ Λ Λ et Λ xr

we can obtain a sequence of nontrivial elements in the rational homology of
AM with {dim wr} forming an arithmetic sequence. The proof of this is an
easy consequence of the previous results—note that des = 0 and that e* = 0
and that the boundaries are contained in the ideal generated by the generators
of the model of M.

Since the elements wr all belong to the cohomology of ΩM c AM we can
represent the corresponding dual homology classes, which we also denote by
wr9 by cycles lying in a fibre ΩM of AM. To give a more precise description
of these cycles we observe that each generator y of the model of M can be
represented by a homotopy class

y . ^dim y ^M .

Associated with y in a canonical way there is a homotopy class
y . £dim y _

where Sdim v can be represented by the family of circles passing through the
base point of SdimV and orthogonal to a given sphere of codimension 1 on
Sάim v, containing the base point.

In the case of the Sullivan class wr we consider the product of spheres with
base point:

( 1 ) Sάim ei x . x Sdim eι x 5 d i m x x x Sdim x .

For each of these spheres we have maps e19 , el9 x, , x into M, as above.
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Now for each of these spheres take a representation of Sdim δ l, , etc. by
circles. Forming the product of these circles (in the sense of loops) on the
factors of (1) we get a dim wr-parameter family of closed curves which are
mapped via the product of the maps e19 , x into M. This is a cycle of AM,
represented by a cycle of ΩM.

2.3. Finally, in this section we want to recollect some properties of the
Morse theory of the negative gradient flow of the differentiate function E on
AM; cf. [5], [7], and Eliasson [3], [4].

First of all, — g r a d £ satisfies the condition (C) of Palais and Smale. Since
E > 0, the flow

ψs : AM^AM

determined by the vector field — grad E is defined for all s > 0 and every orbit
φsc', ^ > 0, contains a critical point of E (i.e., a constant curve or a nontrivial
closed geodesic) in its limit set.

Moreover, on A = AM we have the continuous canonical ^-action

S1 X AM H-> AM ,

(z = e2πίa, c = c(t)) ^ Z'C = c(t + a) ,

and the involution

&: AM -> AM ,

c = c(t) ^> &c — c(l — 0 .

Both operations are isometries and leave E invariant. Hence they commute
with the negative gradient flow. In particular, if c is a critical point so are the
elements z-c and &c.

Assume now that all critical orbits Sι-c, c Φ const., are one-dimensional
nondegenerate critical submanifolds. This is equivalent to the assumption that
none of the Poincare maps Pc of a closed geodesic c has 1 as eigenvalue; cf.
[8]. In particular, it is satisfied if the hypothesis (a) of § 1 holds.

Under our assumption we can apply to (AM, —grad E) the standard results
of Morse theory actually, we will use equivariant Morse theory with respect
to the ^-action and the involution #.

For any real K > 0 we put

A': = E-'IO, K] , Λ'~:= ^ [ O , κ[ .

In particular, A0 consists of the constant curves. The canonical section

M —> A0 c A: p •-• cp

is an isometric embedding A0 is a nondegenerate critical submanifold.
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Let c be a critical point not in A0, i.e., E(c) = K > 0. The tangent space
TCΛ of yl = ΛM at c then has an orthogonal decomposition

TCA = Γβ-il Θ ΓC°Λ Θ Γc

+Λ ,

which is given by the eigenspaces of the Hessian D2E(c) belonging to eigen-
values < 0 , = 0 and > 0 , respectively. In particular, dim T~Λ = Ic = index c,
aim T°CA = 1, whereas T?Λ is an infinite dimensional Hubert space. Corre-
sponding to the subspaces T~ = T~Λ and Γc

+ = T+A we have the immersions

which carry the rays through the origin into full ^s-orbits having c as limit set
for s —> — oo and s —> + oo, respectively.

We call i~ and /+ the unstable and rfαbZe manifolds through c, respectively.
We can use a neighborhood of the origin of TCA as local coordinates of A near
c such that E in these coordinates is given by

where

x = Or, t0, * + ) € Γ-Λ Θ ΓM 0 T+A .

Eliasson [4] has shown that every orbit ψ8c
r converges, for s —> oo, to a critical

point, say c. That is to say, every orbit ψsc
r belongs to the stable manifold of

a uniquely determined critical point.
Let c be a nontrivial closed geodesic, and E(c) = K > 0. We denote by

D~(Sι) the so called negative disc bundle over the orbit Sι c, i.e., the fibre
D~(z) over z-c in the unit disc in Γ~CΛ.

Assume for simplicity that there are no other critical points in E~\κ) besides
Z'C,zε S\ and Sc. Then the space Aκ+ε has, for ε > 0 sufficiently small, the
subspace

A-* U D;(Sι) U DϋίS1)

as equivariant deformation retract, where U stands for an equivariant attach-
ing of dD~ to 3Aκ~ε which is determined for each fibre D~(z) by the unstable
manifold through z-c. Let c $ A0. Then the isotropy group under the ^-action,
i.e., the group {z <= S1 z-c = c}, is a finite cyclic group, say Z m = {e2*"/™, /
= 0, , m — 1}. We call the order m of Zm the multiplicity of c. In partic-
ular, if m is the multiplicity of a nontrivial closed geodesic c, then c is the m-
fold covering c^ of a prime closed geodesic c0.

Let c be a closed geodesic, E(c) = K > 0, and index c = Ic. Assume that
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the negative disc is a nontrivial homology class (with rational coefficients) of

(A, A*'), i.e.,

defines an 7c-dimensional element =£0 of H#(A, Aκ~). Then also {D~{Sc)y

dD~($c)) defines such a nontrivial element. Assume that these elements are
(up to the sign) homologous. That means that there is a chain v in (A, Aκ~)
such that

( 2 ) dv = D~(c) + D-($c) .

In this equation we can replace v by <p8v, for all s > 0. Since, for ε > 0 suf-
ficiently small, Aκ+ε is being deformed by ψs into

A- u u αw) u /^(s1)),
c'

where c' runs through representatives of the finitely many critical (51, #)-orbits
in E~ι(ιc), it follows that the chains v satisfying (2) have a critical value Λ:* > K :

/c* = inf sup E(c) .
v cev

That is to say, there is a critical element c*,E(c*) = A:*, such that the un-
stable manifold

contains c in its limit set. Moreover,

Ic* = dim T~* = Ic + 1 = dim T~ + 1 .

Since these relations are equivariant with respect to the S^-action, it follows
that the isotropy group Zm* of c* must operate as identity on c, i.e., the
multiplicity m* of c* divides the multiplicity m of c.

3. We now come to the main result of our paper:
3.1. Theorem. Let M be a compact simply connected differentiable mani-

fold. Denote by <&* the residual subset of the space <g = ^(M) of rίemannian
metrics satisfying the condition (a) of § 1. Then for every g* e <3* the rieman-
nian manifold (M, g*) has an infinite number of prime closed geodesies.

Remark. Briefly we therefore can say that generically a riemannian mani-
fold with finite fundamental group has an infinite number of prime closed
geodesies.

Proof. We assume that there are only finitely many prime closed geodesies
on (M, g*), and we are going to derive a contradiction from this hypothesis.

First of all it follows that there is one prime closed geodesic, say c, such
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that an infinite number of the Sullivan classes wr, (cf. § 2.2), has coverings
cm of c as critical point. More precisely, there are sequences {rj and {mj in
TV such that wr. has cmi as critical point. Note that since each wr has a
representative as a connected singular cell of dimension dim wr in ΩM, wr. is
neither ^-invariant and nor ^-invariant. This means that wr. near cmi is rep-
resentable as the negative disc D~(cmi), whereas -9D~(cmi) = D-{βcmί) does
not occur in the representative of wrt.

On the other hand, one knows that # operates on the generators

y £dim y __̂  Qftf

of the model of ΩM by multiplication with — 1 this is immediate from the
definitions. Hence Swr = ±wr, and the local nontrivial cycle D~(cmi) is homo-
logous to the local nontrivial cycle ±D~(<9cmί) in (Λ, ΛKί~), where κt: = E(cmi)
= m\E(c). From § 2.3 we therefore have the existence of a critical point c*(7)
with

9Z>-(c*(0) D D~(cmi) .

Under our hypothesis we can assume that all these c*(0 are coverings of

the same prime closed geodesic c*, i.e., that there exists a sequence {mf} in

N such that c*(7) = c*m*. Hence we have, from § 2.3,

( 3 ) index c*m* = index cmi + 1 .

Moreover, mf divides mt, i.e., for each i there is a positive integer qt such that
mi — qtmf. We claim that these qt must be bounded. Indeed, from (3) and
the last formula in § 2.1 we have the relation

mfAc* > index c*m2 > qimfac + bc + 1 with ac > 0 .

Hence qi is bounded, and we can assume qt = q — const. > 1 for all /.
Using (3) and the formulas for the average indices of c* and c in § 2.1 we

thus get the relation:

I* I

Σ ίn* n* \Ί n V ίn n ΛT
\Uj — Uj_ι)ic* j — q 2_ι \βj — (*j_ι)ic j .

Since the of, aj are free over the rationals, we have

and therefore, in consequence of (3) again,

( 4 )
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for a full sequence {mf}. (4) is the desired contradiction, and we thus have
proved our theorem.

4. In the connection with our Theorem 3.1 we still want to prove another
result which, together with the fix point theorem of Birkhofϊ and Lewis, will
give a different proof of Theorem 3.1 cf. [8].

4.1. Lemma. Let M be a compact diβerentiable manifold with finite
fundamental group, and assume that g is a riemannian metric on M such that
all closed geodesies are hyperbolic. Then (M, g) has an infinite number of
prime closed geodesies.

Remarks. Recall that a hyperbolic closed geodesic is nondegenerate. It
seems unlikely that on a compact differentiable manifold with finite fundamental
group there can exist a riemannian metric g such that all closed geodesies on
(M, g) are hyperbolic.

In any case, from Lemma 4.1 it follows that if there would be only a finite
number of prime closed geodesies, then there must be one which is nonhyper-
bolic. Generically, near such a geodesic there is an infinite number of other
prime closed geodesies; cf. [8], [10].

Proof of Lemma 4.1. We simply observe that under the assumptions of
Lemma 4.1 and the hypothesis that there are only finitely many prime closed
geodesies, we get a relation of type (3). Assume that all these geodesies are
hyperbolic, i.e., all aό = 0 for / < / and af == 0 for / < /*. Then (3) implies
(4), a contradiction.

Added in proof. Since this paper was written, the existence of infinitely
many closed geodesies without any restrictions on the riemannian metric has
been proved see W. Klingenberg, Lectures on closed geodesies, Manuscript,
University of Bonn, 1976.
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